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00:18 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1608310001
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Junction Shopping Center, Sonora.Summary: I stopped a car with 
expired registration and a brake light out.  Driver had paperwork for registration in progress.  Warning given. . 
Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:33 POSSIBLE CORONERS CASE                                 1608310002
Occurred at Srmc on Greenley Rd. , Sonora City. . Disposition: Coroners Case Natural Causes.

00:44 PATROL CHECK                                           1608310003
Occurred on Mill Villa Rd, Jamestown. Rpts a lot of traffic coming and going from the neighbors house. 
Summary:  Patrol check of area, RP was contacted. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

02:58 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1608310006
Occurred at Dollar General on Hwy 108. , Jamestown. Audible alarm..front motion detector..keyholder pending 
Summary:  Building secure, false alarm.  No key holder response. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

03:19 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1608310007
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 120/SIMS Rd, Chinese Camp.In chinese camp at the bridge 
Summary: Contacted a male parked on the side of the road digging a hole. Male was panning for gold at 3am. 
Male was clear of wants and warrants and nothing else suspicious was found. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, 
Patrol Check.

04:33 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1608310008
Officer initiated activity at Groveland Post Office, Back St, Groveland.Lifted p/u with a fox sticker in the back 
window...occupied by one 
Summary:  was cited for a violation of 11364(a) H&S after a probation search. . Disposition: Citation Criminal.

05:29 911 HANG UP                                            1608310010
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911call with open line - sounds like a pocket dial - no 
voice. ///upon call back phone has a recording that says the phone is not reachable. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:01 911 HANG UP                                            1608310011
Occurred on Blue Jay Ct, Twain Harte. Sounded like pocket dial then disconnect ///On CB adv'd it's code4 
didn't mean to call. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:57 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310013
Officer initiated activity at Undefined/. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:57 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1608310014
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne County Sheriffs Dept, Lower Sunset Dr, Sonora City. . Disposition: 
Report Taken.

07:38 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1608310018
Occurred on Rimrock Rd, Sonora. Neighborthreatened RP by saying "I'm going to teach you a lesson" over a 
for sale sign she posted on the easement . 

Summary:  RP placed a "for sale" sign on a post between her property and the resp.  The post is located on 
county easement access.  Resp was upset and claimed the RP posted the sign on his property.  RP thinks the 
resp may try to remove the sign.  Resp went home and the RP has not seen him since.  The RP will call back if 
the resp removes the sign or causes any more 415's. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

07:51 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310020
Occurred on Longeway Rd, Sonora. *By 10-21* RP wants to press charges. . Disposition: Report Taken.
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08:19 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1608310021
Occurred at Teda Water Systems on Mi Wu St. , Tuolumne. Audible alarm, area of activation treatment man 
door, key holder pending //0827hrs security will check and advise if LE is needed. . Disposition: False Alarm 
canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be billed).

08:22 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310022
Occurred on Evergreen Dr, Tuolumne. Rp has been trying to contact childs mother for the last few months and 
she hasn't been responding.  RP just found out her address, and was informed the house is dirty and marijuana 
plants inside the res.  RP's daughter is 5 yo   Mother is .  unkwn phone number, has been contacting her 
through FB. 

Summary:  Per another resident at the house, the child is at school.   was in Stockton for a family court 
appearance.  I called the RP and let him know everyone was fine.  Nothing suspicious located at the house. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

08:29 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310023
Officer initiated activity at Fontana Residence, S Stewart St, Sonora City.Eviction.
SUMMARY
Eviction effected at the residence without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

08:54 SUICIDAL OR MENTAL SUBJECT                             1608310027
Occurred on Country Club Ln, Sonora. Nephew is losing it right now.  He has knife to his throat .  Nephew is 
20 yoa  .  He is in the cottage on the property.  RP now with him.   Rp was told my his mother.  He is over there 
yelling .  His GF is onscene in the cottage too. 
Summary: Resp taken to SRMC for 5150W&I evaluation. See report for details. . Disposition: Suicidal threat by 
adult .

08:59 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1608310029
Officer initiated activity at Big Hill Rd, Columbia.Eviction Posting.
SUMMARY
Notice posted without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

09:08 TRESPASS                                               1608310030
Occurred on Four Wheel Drive, Columbia. Unkwn subj moved into RP's rental without permission and now 
refusing to leave.   RP believes one male and one female.  RP will be standing by down the driveway in a wht 
1985 Dodge tk. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

09:09 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310031
Occurred at 49ER Trailer Park on Italian Bar Rd. , Columbia. Rp req information regarding press charges on  for 
stealing laundry. 
Summary: Rp stated the resp was seen on camera stealing some of the maintenance workers laundry from the 
park laundry room. Rp was unsure of what to do with the resp because she has been causing issues for all 
other residence's at the park. Rp was informed of the eviction process. Rp stated he will speak with the victim 
of the theft and have him call if he wanted to report the incident. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:12 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310032
Officer initiated activity at Grey Fox Rd, Columbia.Eviction.
SUMMARY
Eviction effected at the residence. Two subjects arrested for warrant and 4060 B&P. See report for further 
details. . Disposition: Arrest Made.
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09:19 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1608310033
Occurred at 49ER Trailer Park on Italian Bar Rd. , Columbia.   is causing a verbal.  He came in her room this 
morning and  took her phone and threw it at her.   RP on her porch now.  Joseph is no longer at the res.   Neg 
amb requested 
Summary: Spoke with the rp who stated she was in a verbal argument with her roommate. Rp stated the 
roommate left and the rp was no longer in need of assistance. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:20 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1608310034
Occurred at Mono Wy/Tuolumne Rd, Sonora. German shepard in the road.  trans to CHP. . Disposition: 
Referred To Other Agency.

09:58 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1608310038
Occurred at Mono Wy/Junction Shopping Center, Sonora. German shepherd is running in the road.  Trans to 
CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

10:20 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1608310041
Occurred at Summerville Union High School Di on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Rp req 10-21  

Summary:   was found to be in possession of three tobacco pipes, two lighters and a small amount of marijuana 
on campus.   was suspended immediately and sent home with her mother .  Staff advised they would take care 
of the situation internally and were not requesting prosecution for any crimes, since it is  first offense.  Staff 
advised they would dispose of the contraband. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:35 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1608310043
Occurred at Mact Health Board on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Need assist getting patient into car.  Trans to calfire. . 
Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

10:47 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310045
Officer initiated activity at Four Wheel Drive, Columbia.SUMMARY:  No one home. . Disposition: Gone On 
Arrival.

10:56 ADVICE                                                 1608310046
Occurred on Big Hill Rd, Columbia. Someone either drove over or parked on his water line, and broke it.  He 
now has a high water bill.  RP inquiring what he can do, since TUD will not assist him.     1420hrs: message left 
for re-contact  //09-01-16 0757hrs, rp available 
Summary: Contacted  he claimed someone parked on top of his water meter box and broke it. The water meter 
box is buried underground. TUD won't fix the problem. I contacted TUD and spoke with a supervisor . She 
informed me this has been an ongoing issue with  for the past five days. A field supervisor has informed  that 
the leak is a slow leak on his side of the water line. TUD is not responsible for damages on the customer side. I 
contacted  again and explained if he felt TUD was wrong he needed to take his claim to the civil court. I 
explained to him exactly what TUD explained to me. He became angry and hung up the phone on me. NFA. . 
Disposition: Civil Problem.

11:00 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1608310048
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108, Mi Wuk Village.Reg. ck. verification, subject  not home per his mother. . 
Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

11:10 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310049
Occurred at Tuolumne County Sheriffs Dept on Lower Sunset Dr. , Sonora City. Rp in the lobby with evidence 
for Lockhart.
Xrefer 1608290107 
Summary: RP from a 459 dropped off video of the incident. -1665. . Disposition: Report Taken.

11:16 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1608310050
Occurred at High School Rd/Hwy 108, Jamestown. Male sitting on the road in the shade wearing dark clothing. 
 He is sitting near the hydrant with a back pack.  He previously was laying in the road. . Disposition: Log Note.
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11:22 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310051
Officer initiated activity at Confidence South Fork Rd, Twain Harte.TRO service attempted, per son, subject  
not home. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

11:49 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1608310052
Officer initiated activity at Harvard Mine Rd/Hwy 108, Jamestown.WMA, Blk shirt, blue jeans 
Summary: Resp was walking to and from the mini storage on High school road. -1665. . Disposition: Crime 
Prevention, Patrol Check.

11:55 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310054
Officer initiated activity at Efficiency Plus Medical Billing, Tiffeni Dr, Twain Harte.TRO service 
Subject served TRO . . Disposition: Civil Problem.

11:55 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1608310055
Occurred on Mill Villa Rd, Jamestown. HS being sold in the parking lot by the office currently. . . Disposition: 
Log Note.

11:59 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310056
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. Theft of a clock unkwn resp 
Summary: Rp reports theft of deceased family members clock from Avalon, see report for details. . Disposition: 
theft other.

12:00 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1608310057
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/TWAIN Harte Dr, Twain Harte. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11
-95s).

12:02 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1608310058
Officer initiated activity at Wards Ferry Rd, Big Oak Flat.SUMMARY:  I confirmed that the subject still lives at 
the residence. . Disposition: Registrant Check.

12:02 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310059
Occurred on Confidence Rd, Twain Harte. Pt in the office reporting abuse, and threats. 
Vic/
Resp/ 

Summary:   have been married for 13 years.  They have one child in common who is 7 years old.   is verbally 
abusive and is constantly demeaning .   said their arguments are always verbal and  has not put his hands on 
her since his last DV arrest.   wanted information regarding RO's, child custody orders and resources from the 
county to assist in a possible upcoming divorce.  I provided all the information requested and  will call the SO 
if there are any future 415's involving . . Disposition: Log Note.

12:08 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310060
Occurred on Oak St, Tuolumne. RP just wants documentation neg contact needed.  told her he is going to 
come to her house and get his items.  Also is driving her truck around and won't return it.  There is a R/O 
allowing contact.  She will call back if needs contact. . Disposition: Log Note.

12:09 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310061
Officer initiated activity at Serrano Rd, Sonora.TRO service, subject  moved out per roommate. . Disposition: 
Gone On Arrival.

12:11 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1608310062
Occurred on Slope Ln, Twain Harte.  
Audible, tripped at the dinning room door. Key holder pending. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to 
dispatch (Will not be billed).
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12:42 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310064
Occurred on Peppermint Cir, Jamestown. Theft of mail. 
Summary: Rp stated he had placed a redbox movie in his mail box on 8/29/16 at approx. 1900 hours for return. 
On 8/30/16 at approx. 0700 hours, the rp noticed his mail box was open, flag was still up and the movie was 
gone. Rp spoke with the mail driver who advised the rp she would write a report regarding the incident. On 
8/31/16, the rp found the envelope he had the movie in wadded up on the ground a few hundred feet from his 
mailbox. Rp stated others in his area have mentioned having issues with mail theft. Rp requested extra patrol in 
his area. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

12:54 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310067
Occurred on Old Wards Ferry Rd, Sonora. Theft of gasoline from a vehicle 5 gals 
Summary: Rp stated someone siphoned gasoline from her vehicle in her driveway sometime last night. Rp 
wanted to know if anyone else in her neighborhood had reported something similar. Rp wanted the incident 
documented and requested extra patrol. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:05 ABUSE                                                  1608310070
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. Poss abuse. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:07 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1608310071
Occurred at Ukneada Burrito on Longeway Rd. , Sonora. Injured fawn on the side of the road across from the 
storage place//Nina @ Rose Wolf advised
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.991871  Lon:-120.27754
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Animal Control (Dispatched by TCSO).

13:18 OUT OF CONTROL JUVENILE                                1608310073
Occurred at Belleview School on Kewin Mill Rd. , Sonora. 5th or 6th grader not compliant..   he is up on the 
hillside refusing to come down and return to class.  Blk tshirt and grn shorts.  RP will be in the upper part of 
the campus. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

13:25 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1608310075
Occurred at Junction Shopping Center on Mono Wy/Tuolumne Rd. , Sonora. Veh accident and cars are stuck 
together.  Non injury in the junction.  Trans to CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

13:49 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310078
Occurred on Lakeside Dr, Sonora. Rp is requesting a welck on .  

Summary:  Resp was in good health and advised her phone ran out of minutes so she was unable to call the 
RP.  I called the RP and let her know the situation. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

13:52 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310079
Occurred at Mary Laveroni Park on Hwy 120/BACK St. , Groveland. 1500hrs at the park. . Disposition: Gone 
On Arrival.

14:10 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310083
Occurred at Camp Blue on Camp Blue Rd. , Pinecrest. 10-21  
Summary: Rp stated in late May of 2016, he directed a Muslim Youth Group camp at Camp Oski. Rp stated he 
recently found photos on facebook of one of the campers holding a firearm. Rp stated the photo was taken in 
one of the cabins at Camp Oski. Rp was concerned and wanted to know his options in dealing with the 
incident. Rp was advised no crime had been committed but the incident would be documented. NFA. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

14:23 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310084
Occurred at Philadelphia Rd/Italian Bar Rd, Twain Harte. 17242 Philadelphia. . Disposition: Log Note.
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15:03 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310091
Occurred at Kutci Ct/Kutci Dr, Mi Wuk Village. Made suicidal statements.  Was in a 415 earlier with .  She 
called now and said "she is in crisis and wants to kill herself" and then hung up.  unkwn location now, This 
morning she was at a res on kutci DR  Her 10-21 is  

Summary:  I spoke to  and  on the phone.   called mental health services to try and get information for Christian 
Ministries to get food.   is not suicidal but did mention previously being suicidal to the crisis hotline employee 
when asked about prior suicidal thoughts.   did not need any assistance and will call the SO if things change. . 
Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

15:25 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310093
Officer initiated activity at Italian Bar Rd, Twain Harte. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:32 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1608310094
Officer initiated activity at Saint James Episcopal, Snell St, Sonora City.Red Church Thrift Store. . Disposition: 
Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

15:44 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310095
Occurred at Carter St/Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne. 58 yoa male heart issues.  Took 3 Nitro.   RP declines 
ambulance, just wants the ER adv'd. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

15:46 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1608310097
Officer initiated activity at Administrative Center, S Green St, Sonora City.Civil Service .
SUMMARY
Papers served without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

15:59 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1608310098
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. 4 subj at the res to beat up RP.  Two left and two are in the graveyard.   
Neg weapons that RP can see.  Rp is outside walking his dog.. RP will be standing by at his res , everything is 
code4 at this time. 

Summary:  called the rp at 1603 hours.  voicemail left.   S11 spoke to the RP and he said everyone took off and 
he did not need LE assistance. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:03 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310099
Occurred on Pine Mtn Dr, Groveland. 10-21 The rp requesting to speak to a deputy about the crimes being 
committed in the PML community.    1611hrs.: message left for re-contact   summary: crime prevention advice 
offered. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:08 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT                      1608310101
Occurred at Tuolumne Rd/Woodham Carne Rd, Sonora. Animal control vehicle with flat tire in a bad area 
between Summerville High School and Woodham Carne. 
//caller also transferred to CHP. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:18 BURGLARY                                               1608310102
Occurred on Pine Mtn Dr, Groveland. 459 to camper. Taken/ beige suede lace up boot, left behind Nike tennis 
shoes. Occurred 3 days ago. 
Summary:  Burglary to RV report taken, details available in case report. . Disposition: 459 residence.

16:24 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310103
Occurred at Mammoth Mine Rd/Jacksonville Rd, Jamestown.   RP thinks her cow and calf were taken.  They 
have been missing, and the neighbor adv'd hers were 484 as well.  Rp advising they are well branded, and have 
an ear tag with their name and phone number. . Disposition: RURAL CRIMES.

16:52 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1608310104
Occurred at Kelly Dr/Cabezut Rd, Sonora. On Kelly Dr just up from cabezut, vehicle parked on the side of the 
road.  Concerned they are doing HS.  
Summary: The vehicle was GOA. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.
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16:54 OPEN DOOR/WINDOW/GATE                                  1608310105
Officer initiated activity at Mueller Dr, Groveland.Out with an open door. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

16:57 TRESPASS                                               1608310106
Occurred at R And L Mini Mart on Parrotts Ferry Rd. , Columbia. People are in the storage area refusing to 
leave .  Two male subj.  they came in a wht car 2D unkwn 10-28.   both wearing wht shirt 

Summary:  RP had resp served with a 5 day notice for the ongoing eviction process.  Resp became upset and 
got in the RP's "face."  RP pushed the resp back because he thought he would be assaulted.  Resp declined 
prosecution, but said the RP punched him in the stomach.  I explained the eviction paperwork as best I could 
to the resp.  The RP and resp agreed to try and ignore each other and deal with the ongoing eviction in court. . 
Disposition: Civil Problem.

17:04 ASSAULT                                                1608310107
Occurred at R And L Mini Mart on Parrotts Ferry Rd. , Columbia. Rp was punched in the stomach by the owner 
of the mini mart. 11-41 refused. 

Summary:  Refer to inc 1608310106 for further information. . Disposition: Civil Problem.
17:05 Harassments                                            1608310108

Occurred at Columbia State Park on Main St/Washington St. , Columbia. Male harassing subjs at the business. 
 Is making people feel uncomfortable.  They believe he was arrested a few days ago for DV.  WMA facial hair 
wearing hat, burg shirt, jeans, and has been around the city hotel and saloon. 
 
Summary:
I checked the area and was UTL the subjects. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

17:06 BURGLARY                                               1608310109
Occurred at St Matthews Lutheran Church on Joshua Wy. , Sonora. 10-21 RP. Rpts 459 to a shed. Missing: 
metal tool box, gas can, misc hand tools. ///N3, left message for call back at 1935 hours/// 
summary: Burglary report taken; see case 16002947 for details. . Disposition: 459 other.

17:11 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310110
Occurred at Acorn Dr/Belleview Creek Rd, Sonora. Wanted us aware of a car alarm going off in the area.  
Doesn't see anything susp going on. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:23 FRAUD                                                  1608310111
Occurred on Silver Dawn Dr, Sonora. Rp's grandfather gave access to "computer repair".  They have already 
gotten $300 Itunes, and appear to still be obtaining more information on his accounts. /// N3 called and left 
message for call back.  Called three times between 2300 and 2325 hours/// closed pending recontact///. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

17:23 VIOLATION OF TEMP RESTRAINING ORDER                    1608310112
Occurred on Partridge Wy, Sonora. 10-21 The rp reporting TRO violation. Resp/  
///K91 left a message at 2202 hrs.  closed pending recontact. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:33 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310113
Occurred at Groveland Motel on Main St. , Groveland. RP camping in tent site 12.  Female  took RP's phone the 
other day.  RP got her to return it, but he is also missing a tool.  Thinks there is an ongoing issue in the area 
with her.  WFA 503 140 blk hair, Wearing drk blowse and blue jeans, carrying large purse with a lot of other 
items including a phone and "screw gun"   unkwn DOT 
Attempted 10-21, no answer 
Summary: Attempted contact by phone at 0710 hours, no answer, message left. Closed pending re-contact. . 
Disposition: Log Note.
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17:59 THEFT - ALL                                            1608310114
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Female inside the store with stolen shoes on. And a pair of heels in 
her purse.
40's, blk/whi 'Raiders" t shirt, black jeans, large pink purse 
male red hair in a ponytail 
Summary:
female took two pairs of shoes from the store and was stopped by store personnel. cite issued and male 
arrested for outstanding warrants. . Disposition: Citation Criminal.

18:00 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1608310115
Officer initiated activity at Lyons St, Sonora City.Out with a small dog. 
Summary:  The dog was given to a neighbor for her to take back. . Disposition: Citizen Assisted or Community 
Orientated Policing.

18:28 911 HANG UP                                            1608310116
Occurred at The Outpost on Soulsbyville Rd. , Sonora. 911 hang up from the payphone. No emergency, there 
was a child playing with the phone. Her father is aware and will talk to her.
Service Class: PAY$. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:41 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1608310117
Occurred at Dollar Tree on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rp rpts his dog a 75lb blk and tan german shepard w/pink 
collar (pepper) jumped out of his car at approx 0930 hrs today in the parking lot of dollar tree, rp states the 
animal does have a chip with his current information if she is found. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

18:59 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310118
Occurred on Enramada Dr, La Grange. Rp requesting welfare check on his friend   76 yoa male health issues 
and fall risk, rp states there should be a silver chevy pickup  w/camper shell in the driveway, resp did not arrive 
at a function in Los Banos  today as arranged and rp is concerned the resp may have fallen as they have been 
unable to contact, rp requesting 10-21 of outcome. 
Summary:  RP was ok and his phone was disabled, RP advised. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

19:12 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1608310119
Occurred on Poppy Hills Dr, Sonora. Silent panic alarm, audible from key fob,  
Summary:  The resident was outside watering. She was unaware the alarm activated. . Disposition: False Alarm 
will be billed.

19:27 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310121
Occurred on Borden Rd, Columbia. Rp rpts her son just arrived with their previously reported 10851 vehicle, 
caller transferred to chp,

@ 1950 hours S11 spoke to mother who said he still needs to be evaluated. 
Summary: Responsible was placed on a 72 hour hold for mental health evaluation. . Disposition: Suicidal threat 
by adult .

19:33 BURGLARY                                               1608310122
Occurred on Ninth Av, Jamestown. Rpts her house was 459'd sometime after 0600hrs. 
Summary: I responded to the residence and met with the RP. She explained nothing had been taken out of the 
house. There was a small window on the back door that appeared to have been slightly opened. The RP said 
some things had been moved inside the house but nothing was damaged or missing. RP requested 
documentation and extra patrols. I provided the RP with the incident number and my contact information. 
Incident printed for SIB. . Disposition: Log Note.
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20:02 ADVICE                                                 1608310124
Occurred on Reservoir Rd, Jamestown. 10-21 RP. RP requesting advice regarding her daughter  and her 4 yoa 
son . 
Summary:
Rp stated the argument started at about 2200 hrs on 08-30-16 and the daughter left with the child first thing in 
the morning on 08-31-16, Mom has custody of the child and grandma doesnt have any other paper work> 
grandma suspects the daughter is using meth but does not have proof. I refered her to CWS and also the court 
to take custody of the child. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

20:04 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE                                      1608310125
Occurred on Longeway Rd, Sonora. Rpts her ex-boyfriends  new girlfriend  just messaged the rp saying 
"please help me, don't write back."  RP saw  earlier today and she had a busted lip. RP has also seen her with 
black eyes.  Resp has several unregistered guns.  RP in a blu 1999 Jeep Cherokee, rp en route and will be 
standing by at the Y. 
Summary:
female was gone upon arrival. The male subject wanted a report of windows and other house fixtures being 
broken by one of his friends. report taken for vandalism. . Disposition: Report Taken.

20:32 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1608310130
Occurred on Seco St, Jamestown. Rpts the female, unknown name, in apartment 6 is yelling and screaming, and 
running full force into the glass slider. Rp believes the resp is under the influence of something and is afraid 
she is going to hurt herself.  // 2101hrs rp recalled advising the females husband is back home, but female is 
still screaming.
summary: Female was extremely intoxicated, and she got her shirt stuck in the door.  She was trying to free 
herself.  Her husband was trying to get her to go to bed when we were there.  She did not appear to need 
medical attention.  No indication of criminal activity.  No further action taken. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:47 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1608310132
Occurred on Golden Oaks Dr, Jamestown. Rpts a 90's sil or gry honda sedan parked down by the rp's gate. 
Unknown if occupied
Summary:  The RP stated the vehicle did not belong in the neighborhood and was concerned it could be 
casing the area.  I looked for the vehicle and was UTL. 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

21:22 FOLLOW UP                                              1608310133
Occurred on Italian Bar Rd, Twain Harte. Rpts  is in the jail lobby because he is wanted for questioning,. . 
Disposition: Report Taken.

21:39 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310135
Occurred on Mueller Dr, Groveland. 911 call with immediate hang up.  No answer on call back, msg left.  // 
2134hrs rp recalled, rp can hear a female yelling at a 2 yoa female juv calling her a bitch, saying she doesn't 
want her and she hates her. 
Summary:  Spoke to  who had been causing a disturbance at the residence by yelling screaming.  Her father  
was also on scene and was fed up with her behavior.   has a child who was in good health.   advised the child 
is being well taken care of despite the mothers outbursts. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

21:40 WELFARE CHECK                                          1608310136
Occurred on Middle Camp Rd, Twain Harte. Req welck on her friend, . Rp states she usually talks to him every 
day and has not heard from him since Sunday.  No known medical problems. Associated veh is a grn truck 
Summary: subject was sleeping and had a back problem.  He stated he would call the RP. . Disposition: 
WELFARE CHECK.
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22:20 911 HANG UP                                            1608310137
Occurred at Taco Bell on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Baby talking..then male  got on the phone stated that all is code 
4 and it was accidental
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.980777  Lon:-120.36721
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:44 911 HANG UP                                            1608310139
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. Open line..nothing heard unable to RTX..911 only 
phone
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:46 PROPERTY FOUND                                         1608310140
Officer initiated activity at Mueller Dr/Ferretti Rd, Groveland.License plate found in the roadway.  Attempts will 
be made to return it to rightful owner. . Disposition: Log Note.

23:12 911 HANG UP                                            1608310141
Occurred at Scc on Obyrnes Ferry Rd. , Jamestown. Immediate hang up//SCC watch commander advised they 
are not aware of any problems and will check into it. . Disposition: Log Note.

23:45 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1608310143
Occurred at Hwy 120/OLD Priest Grade, Moccasin. Rpts that she was in an accident..female very upset but 
refused 11-41 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

23:47 MISC INFORMATION                                       1608310144
Occurred on Ferretti Rd, Groveland. Rpts security just rpted seeing  next to the address. Resp wearing a blu 
tshirt, jeans and is covered in stickers 
Summary:  Deputies checked the area, suspect gone on arrival. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.


